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Foreword

While being disruptive is the goal of many a start-up
or existing brand attempting to inject innovation into
its DNA, it is few products in fewer industries that
actually achieve a level of disruption that attracts the
attention, and dollars, of consumers.
If ever an industry existed that was ripe for disruption,
it is the diamond and jewelry industry and lab-grown
diamonds are indeed shaking things up. The diamond
market—its product revered throughout the ages for
its intrinsic properties, beauty and symbolism—has
gone largely unchanged for over a century. Ruled by
a supply chain and an industry that has historically
been resistant to change and slow to adapt, it’s now
struggling to evolve itself and its offering as new
consumer segments have emerged with attitudes and
demands that are inconsistent, and at times at odds
with the traditional mined diamond philosophies
and business practices.
In comparison, lab-grown diamonds offer the
consumer a legitimate diamond choice that is free
from any environmental or ethical issues that surround
mining. They are more consistent with the values of
millennial consumers and provide more choice and
opportunity to own the size and quality of diamond
they desire. While it took some time for the lab-grown
industry to develop the capability for growers to

consistently produce larger, higher quality diamonds
perfect for engagement ring center-stones, consumers
now have a legitimate alternative to mined diamonds.
Ultimately, the consumer’s is the only opinion that
matters and despite the continued protestations of
many in the industry, their voice is being heard by
retailers now embracing lab-grown diamonds as an
opportunity for profit and growth.
This report will demonstrate the increasing acceptance
of lab-grown diamonds and the foundation of their
position in the marketplace. The base survey for this
report was conducted by MVI Marketing LLC in
September of 2018 with over 1,700 U.S. adult
consumers who have recently purchased, received
or shopped for fine jewelry.

Richard Garard
Richard Garard,
Secretary General of the
International Grown Diamond Association.

We would like to thank IGDA member Seki Diamond
Systems, a unit of Cornes Technologies, Ltd. for their
support in making this report possible.

LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS
Lab-grown diamonds have essentially the same
chemical composition, crystal structure, optical and
physical properties of diamonds extracted from
mines and are thus 100% diamond. The only difference
between lab-grown and mined diamonds is that one
was created within and extracted from the Earth, and
the other was created in a state-of-the-art laboratory.

RESEARCH STUDY
The overall objective of this report is to provide a
point of view on the impact lab-grown diamonds are
having on consumers and the diamond and jewelry

industries. It reviews market size and potential,
consumer awareness and attitudes toward lab-grown
diamonds, and trade sentiment toward the lab-grown
category as well.
While this report brings together information from
many sources, it is based primarily upon proprietary
consumer and trade studies conducted by MVI
Marketing, an industry research firm who has been
tracking lab-grown diamonds since they first appeared
on the market.
Specifically, an online consumer survey was deployed
September 25 through September 29, 2018 to the
general U.S population with 1,710 completed
surveys. Respondents were recruited based on the
following criteria: 60% Female / 40% Male respondents;
Age 21-70; HHI: USD$25,000+, have purchased or
received fine jewelry valued at more than $300 retail
within past 2 years.
Results from numerous prior MVI studies provided
further context and were reviewed and analyzed for
consistency and/or variance from this study.
A trade panel consisting of lab-grown diamond dealers,
diamond jewelry manufacturers and jewelry retailers
was interviewed and the results are represented and
noted throughout this report.
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This report is issued by the International Grown
Diamond Association (IGDA). Founded in 2016,
IGDA is a non-profit association which serves as
the central point for communication, education,
and development of the lab-grown diamond industry.
IGDA represents companies that are growing,
creating, cutting, polishing and selling lab-grown
diamonds with the aim to educate the trade and
consumers about these diamonds and encourage
proper understanding and promotion through the
sharing of clear, accurate information.
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Background

While the market size for lab-grown diamonds
is difficult to accurately estimate, given its rapidly
changing dynamics and emergence of new growers
and brands, all indications are that awareness, attitudes,
purchase interest, sales and market share are all rising.
Surprisingly, this growth is all happening organically
with little organized marketing yet in place. Originally
dominated at retail by the independent jewelers, larger
chains such as Helzberg Diamonds and department
stores JC Penney and Macy’s are now offering lab-grown
diamonds and jewelry to their customers.
Driven by the increasing consumer demand and
opportunity to restore healthy margins throughout
the supply chain, lab-grown diamonds are coming
into their own, primarily in engagement rings—a
category that had been stripped of profitability in recent
years.
A major turning point occurred at the JCK Jewelry Show
in May 2018 when DeBeers, the long-time custodian
and dominant player of the mined diamond world,
announced the launch of its own lab-grown diamond
jewelry brand, Lightbox. The controversial launch
signified a reversal in their approach to this category
reflecting a realization that lab-grown diamonds are
here to stay. The result of this shift focused the entire
industry’s attention on lab-grown diamonds.
Another major event in July 2018 was the release of
revised Federal Trade Commission (FTC) guidelines
for marketing that recognized that both mined and

lab-grown diamonds have the right to be called simply
“diamonds” and eliminated the word synthetic as the
recommended descriptor for lab-grown diamonds.
The revised guidelines added further credibility to
the category and will enhance the industry’s ability
to promote lab-grown diamonds accurately and
attractively to consumers.
More good news for lab-grown diamonds was the
emergence of press-worthy celebrity ambassadors
and high-profile brand associations with the likes of
Victoria’s Secret, Swarovski, Lady Gaga, and Penelope
Cruz and there was even a lab-grown diamond ring
designed by Apple’s Chief Designer which recently
sold for more than $250,000.
Prices remained stable while demand continued to
outstrip supply, a dynamic likely to continue in the
short term as new and larger retailers embrace the
category and assortments expand beyond the bridal
category. There is a worldwide shortage of qualified
engineers and scientists capable of improving the
technology and increasing the production capacity.
Some predict a rise in prices for 2019 for high quality
and larger size lab-grown diamonds.
Consumers are attracted by the environmental and
social responsibility elements of the lab-grown diamond
story but appear most compelled by their ability to
trade up in diamond size and quality for the same
price as a smaller mined diamond. Retailers report a
closing ratio of 60% to 80% once customers understand
the unique story of lab-grown diamonds. It follows
suit that sales training for store associates is mission
critical for continued education and conversion of
consumers to lab-grown diamonds.
The overall conclusion of the research and observations
of the supply chain landscape is that the future is not
only bright for lab-grown diamonds, but it sparkles
like a “real” diamond.
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In every new product launch there are identifiable,
pivotal events that lead to their success, and 2018
was a landmark year for lab-grown diamonds. As
the year progressed, lab-grown diamonds continued
their unmistakable upward trajectory demonstrated
by increased acceptance among diamond dealers,
jewelry manufacturers, retailers and most importantly,
consumers.
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Executive Summary
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The Lab-Grown Market Today

Despite the limited marketing resources as compared
to investments in marketing for mined diamonds, lab
grown diamonds have grown primarily on the backs
of consumer demand and their own realization of the
product’s value.

LGD CONSUMER AWARENESS*

51%

9

%

2010

16%

2012

21

%

2014

30%

2016

Even as overall awareness of
lab-grown diamonds is growing
among fine jewelry consumers of
all ages, millennial jewelry buyers
are more tuned in to lab-grown
than other consumers.
AWARENESS OF LAB-GROWN
AMONG JEWELRY BUYERS*

2018

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Studies 2010 – 2018

Now over half of all adult U.S. consumers say they are
aware of lab-grown diamonds, as reported in a
Fall 2018 survey conducted by MVI Marketing, an
industry research firm who has been tracking labgrown since they first appeared on the engagement
ring market. In 2010 less than 10% of consumers had
even heard of lab-grown diamonds. Consumers have
discovered lab-grown diamonds largely on their own,
on social media or through the early adopting jewelry
retailers who have introduced them to the category
and concept.

58%

42%

All
Yes

65%

35%

Millennials

No

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

51% 49%
Non-Millennials
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LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS ARE
ON CONSUMERS’ RADAR

68%
46%

2009

55%

2016

2018

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Studies 2013 – 2018

The bridal category—engagement rings—has become
the foundation for lab-grown diamonds in the U.S.
market. It required the ability to produce higher
quality and larger lab-grown goods, many of which
are currently created in the U.S.
In a Fall 2018 survey conducted by MVI Marketing
of millennial consumers actively shopping for
engagement rings, 66% of all respondents said
they would consider lab-grown diamonds, and 23%
said they will definitely buy a ring with lab-grown
diamonds. This is indicative of the impact lab-grown
diamonds have already made in the mindset of
today’s engagement ring customer.

4
INTEREST IN LGD ENGAGEMENT RING*

CONSUMERS WARMING TO
LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS
Not only has awareness increased dramatically, but
attitudes towards and purchase interest in lab-grown
diamonds have also increased significantly over the
last decade.
Among millennials that number is even higher, which
isn’t much of a surprise as this demographic group is
known for eschewing convention and embracing
new technologies and products that have a story that
aligns with their values.
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PURCHASE INTEREST: BRIDAL

64%

68%

66%

25%

Will Consider
Male

Female

19%

23%

Will Definitely Buy
All

KNOWLEDGE IS CRITICAL

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

Once consumers learned the lab-grown diamonds
story, the reaction among millennials was 84% positive
(10% higher than non-millennials.) The need for
well-trained retail sales associates who understand
the lab-grown diamond story cannot be overstated.
What consumers liked most about lab-grown
diamonds is that they now had a choice in diamonds,
and they liked what made these stones different than
mined diamonds.

Retailers currently selling lab-grown diamond bridal
are not surprised at all. Those who present the option
of lab-grown diamonds and effectively share the story
behind lab-grown diamonds report an average conversion
rate of 6 out of 10 customers. “At Calvin’s Fine Jewelry
it’s about giving our customers a choice. We are doing
great business with lab-grown diamonds,” said Calvin
Smith, an Austin, Texas retailer who’s been seeing
consistent sales growth.
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CONSUMERS WHO WOULD CHOOSE LGD
FOR ENGAGEMENT RING*

Strongly Agree

37%
Agree

22%

3%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

1%
Strongly Disagree

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

WHAT ARE RETAILERS CARRYING?

PRICE, SIZE & VALUE

The majority of retailers who carry lab-grown diamonds
are featuring them in the bridal category. The growers
have perfected the right size and quality that consumers
seek for their center-stone, and the story of lab-grown
diamonds aligns well with the values and interests of
the millennial demographic, especially around the
issues of social and environmental responsibility.

Price and value are clearly the most important factors
in lab-grown diamonds’ favor. MVI Marketing
research has shown that consumers expect lab-grown
diamonds to be priced 20%–40% less than mined
diamonds, and that’s fairly close to the current
marketplace reality where lab-grown diamonds are
roughly 35% less at retail.

That bodes well for future growth, as the industry
has an opportunity to connect with this elusive and
conscientious consumer with lab-grown diamonds
that will help establish a long-term relationship with
them throughout their diamond-jewelry buying lives.

There is a base-level savings when comparing apples
to apples that many consumers seem to find irresistible.
When consumers were shown 4 different sets of jewelry
with prominent center stones, with mined diamonds
going head to head with lab-grown with identical sizes
and qualities, 70% of consumers picked the labgrown diamond jewelry based on the price being 25%
less than for mined stones.

The quality and size of lab-grown diamonds in the
marketplace mirror that of mined diamond inventories
—essentially the carat+ stones in G-H color and VS2-SI1
goods. There is heavy demand for fancies: 1-carat+
pear shapes, princess cuts and ovals, but very limited
supply (particularly for ovals).
Also mirroring the mined diamond equivalent in basics,
the average quality drops a grade or two in both color
and category, and similar qualities are seen in the
fashion collections. Matching pairs of fancies for
earrings are also in great demand.

Consumers were asked more generally if they would
consider a lab-grown diamond because “I can get a
bigger diamond for the same price as a smaller mined
diamond”, and 74% agreed with the statement.
Retailers who are successful have discovered and are
positioning lab-grown diamonds as the opportunity
to buy a bigger and/or higher quality diamond for the
same price they would have spent on a mined diamond.
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37%
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“I CAN GET A BIGGER DIAMOND FOR THE SAME PRICE AS A SMALLER MINED DIAMOND” *

International Grown Diamond Association Report

When given the option, consumers will choose a
higher grade cut in lab-grown versus mined diamonds
71% of the time, with bridal shoppers choosing a better
cut lab-grown diamond 82% of the time. The same
dynamic persists when considering clarity and color.

YES, I WANT LAB-GROWN

1.4 Carat Mined

1.9 Carat Lab-Grown

Given a choice between a 1.9-carat lab-grown diamond
and a 1.4-carat mined diamond for the same price, all
other variables being equal, 63% of consumers chose
the lab-grown diamond.

WOULD SELECT LGD OVER MINED IF BIGGER*

63%

27%

10%

Yes

No

Not Sure

82% 71%

75% 67%

65% 58%

Cut

Clarity

Color

Bridal Shoppers

All Respondents

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

“LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS
ARE IDENTICAL TO REAL
DIAMONDS CHEMICALLY,
VISUALLY, AND STRUCTURALLY.
CONSUMERS CAN SEE
PRECISELY THE SOURCING,
CHOOSE THE COLOR AND THE
DESIGN THEY HAVE DREAMED
OF OWNING WITHOUT
SPENDING A FORTUNE.”
-CELESTE LEE,

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

CONSUMER BRAND & TREND EXPERT (BARRONS)
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It is not the discount and savings on a same-size
lab-grown versus mined—it is the bigger/better
-for-less message that is appearing to be most
compelling for consumers. This is consistent with
value-conscious millennials especially those shopping
for an engagement ring.

Less

$500+

29%

$1,000+

32%
25%
9%

$4,000+
$6,000+

56

%

40%

Same

CERTIFICATION EXPECTATION BY PRICE

$2,000+

IMPORTANCE OF CERTIFICATION
More

It’s not just the higher priced or larger lab-grown
diamonds that consumers think should be graded
and certified. These charts demonstrate that the majority
of consumers surveyed feel that lab-grown diamonds
starting at $500+ or $1,000 and up should be accompanied
by a grading certificate.

4%

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

4%

Similarly, 40% of consumers believe grading should
start at quarter-carat and above or half-carat and
above sizes, and nearly 1 in 5 consumers say any size
lab-grown diamond should be certified.

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

Nearly half of consumers surveyed thought that
price was the most important criteria in determining
whether lab-grown diamonds should be certified,
while 42% thought it was the size/carat weight.

CRITERIA FOR CERTIFICATION

CERTIFICATION EXPECTATION BY SIZE
1/4 ct +

19%
21%

1/2 ct +

25%

1 ct +
Price/$ Value

48%
42%

Size/Carat
Emotional
Significance

10%

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

12%

2 ct +
3 ct +

4%

Any Size
Diamond

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

19%
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Despite the claims of DeBeers and others that
consumers don’t expect lab-grown diamonds to be
certified, when presented with the revised FTC guidelines
for lab-grown diamonds, 56% felt it was now even
more important to have lab-grown diamonds certified
in the same manner as mined diamonds. In fact only
4% thought it was now less important to have labgrown diamonds graded and certified. This is further
evidence that consumers perceive lab-grown diamonds
on par with mined diamonds, and just as important
to have such significant purchases accompanied by a
legitimate grading certificate.
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Consumers Want Lab-Grown
Diamonds Certified

PURCHASE INTEREST IN LGD
FASHION JEWELRY*

WHAT DOES THE INTERNET THINK?
Another indication of engagement/acceptance is social
media activity and how often consumers are actively
searching the internet for lab-grown diamonds. Google
searches for lab-grown diamonds have tripled in the
last decade, as reported in the May 2018 CNBC article
Diamond Market May Be Warming to Lab Made
Gems, which also maintained that “Millennial U.S.
consumers considering lab-grown diamonds as an
option grew from 57% in 2016 to 70% in 2017.”

63%

16%

22%

Yes

No

Not Sure

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

In the MVI Marketing poll, consumers were asked
if they had friends, family or celebrities/influencers
they follow on social media who are lab-grown
diamond owners. Not surprisingly more than twice
the number of millennials replied in the affirmative
than those in other age groups.

BEYOND BRIDAL
While bridal center stones have been the mainstay for
lab-grown diamonds so far, most retailers envision
rapid expansion into diamond jewelry basics—center
stone-centric pieces like studs, solitaire pendants,
etc. Most who have established a bridal business in
lab-grown diamonds are selling these basics already,
and diamond fashion jewelry is also now emerging.
Helzberg Diamonds added its own branded fashion
collection, Light Heart, after starting out with branded
loose lab-grown diamonds from ALTR and then
moving into bridal.
Consumers appear ready to embrace fashion jewelry
made with lab-grown diamonds. Those actively
shopping for fashion diamond jewelry expressed a
high level of interest in lab-grown diamonds in the
MVI Marketing study.

KNOW/FOLLOW PEOPLE WHO OWN LGD?*

63%

28%

46%

Millennials

Non-Millennials

All

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018
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-MICHAEL MILGROM, SVP OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AT RICHLINE (JCKONLINE)
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“WE THOUGHT THIS WAS JUST A MILLENNIAL PROGRAM. BUT WE
WERE PRETTY ASTONISHED THAT ALL DEMOGRAPHICS WERE OPEN
TO IT. THIS IS SOMETHING THAT IS NOT GOING AWAY.”

LGD BRAND AWARENESS*
None of These

28%

Diama by Swarovski

26

%

24%

Diamond Nexus

22%

Renaissance

20%
17

Pure Grown Diamonds

16%

Diamond Foundry

16%

Agape

13%

New Dawn Diamonds

12%

Clean Origin

11%

Miadonna

11%

Gemifique

8%

Lightbox

7

%

ALTR

5

%

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

NASCENT BRAND AWARENESS

MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

While there are many emerging consumer-facing
lab-grown diamond brands, consumers seem to be
developing a base level awareness but no clear leader
has yet to rise to the top.

Retailers not yet stocking and promoting lab-grown
diamonds are clearly missing an opportunity to present
potentially profitable choices to their receptive
customers. The MVI Marketing survey revealed that
54% of the engagement ring shoppers surveyed said
they were NOT shown lab-grown diamonds when
shopping for their engagement/wedding ring. However,
if they HAD been shown lab-grown diamonds, 34%
said they would have bought it and 47% said maybe.

WHAT TYPE OF STORES SHOULD CARRY
LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS?
As millennial consumers become aware of lab-grown
diamonds, they expect to find them in all the same places
they’d see mined diamonds. It’s a point worth noting—
while lab-grown diamonds are new to many in the
industry, many millennial shoppers will be expecting
them as an option the very first time they shop for
diamonds. If a retailer they visit doesn’t carry them,
there’s a good chance they’ll find one who does.

BUY IF SHOWN?*

STORES MILLENNIALS EXPECT TO SELL LGD*
Department Store
Local Independant

41%

Mall Retailer

41%

Mass Merchandiser

34%

47

%

49%

19%

36%

Shopping Clubs

30%

Web Only

30%

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018
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Maybe

Yes

No

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018
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Made For You

%
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Brilliant Earth

– MORGAN STANLEY 2016 RESEARCH REPORT
“GAME OF STONES - LAB VS. PIPE”

In addition to the size/price/value dynamic discussed
previously, lab-grown diamond producers have
seized an advantage in their marketing strategy:
emphasizing claims that lab-grown diamonds are
more sustainable. Lab-grown diamond producers have
been able to connect with the millennials by promoting
themselves as high-tech, innovative and clean.
Country of origin has become an issue for the industry
because it’s becoming an issue for consumers—
especially millennials. In all aspects of their lives they seek
brands, companies and products they believe are transparent and socially and environmentally responsible.
They avoid goods coming from places with
questionable human rights histories and they aren’t
keen about the impact of mined diamonds.
This could represent an opportunity, as indicated by
some of these facts and comparisons between mined
and lab-grown diamonds as reported in a 2014 Frost
& Sullivan Environmental Impact Analysis. Overall,
they found that “Mined diamonds represent 7 times
the level of impact as compared to lab-grown
diamonds. There is negligible soil displacement
and no irreversible environmental damage.”

2.63 tons of mineral waste is extracted
from the earth to yield a single carat
of gem-quality mined diamond

480 liters of water are used to
extract and process 1 carat of mined
diamonds, versus 70 liters of
water for lab-grown

Mining for a carat of diamonds
generates 57,000 grams of carbon
emissions, while emissions associated
with lab-grown diamond production
is not-significant
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“MANY OF
TODAY’S YOUNGER
CONSUMERS
AREN’T ONLY
OPEN TO
ALTERNATIVES,
THEY ARE
WILLING TO PAY
A PREMIUM FOR
PRODUCTS THAT
HAVE A LOW
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT OR ARE
SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE.”
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WHAT’S THE ATTRACTION?

FROST AND SULLIVAN 2014 GLOBAL FORECAST OF LAB-GROWN POLISHED DIAMOND SALES
AS A % OF ALL POLISHED DIAMOND SALES

International Grown Diamond Association Report

3.0%
2.2%
1.5%

1.9%

1.0

%

0.6

%

0.3%

2014
High Case

Base Case

1.0%

1.1%

%

0.6%

2015

2016

0.4

0.2%

1.4%

0.8%

2017

2018

11

Low Case

LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS—SMALL MARKET
WITH HUGE POTENTIAL
It’s difficult to pinpoint exactly the size of the market
for lab-grown diamonds, as the dynamics are shifting
almost daily and the producers are scattered around
the globe. That said, there have been many studies
providing estimates and growth projections that
while disparate, all lean heavily toward an aggressive
growth trend for lab-grown diamonds.
A 2016 report by Morgan Stanley estimated the
current market size to be between $75 million and
$220 million, and taking the midpoint of that range
suggested that lab-grown diamonds currently
account for approximately 1% of the $14 billion
global rough-diamond market.
Analysts at Citi have a slightly more generous estimate
that lab-grown diamonds currently represent about
2% of the overall rough diamond market but expect
that by 2030 that share could climb to 10%. Morgan
Stanley’s projections are somewhat more bullish. It
looks at the growth rates in two ways—both in the
larger diamonds mostly suitable for the bridal or
engagement ring category, in which they believe

lab-grown diamonds can achieve a 7.5% share by
2020, and in smaller gem-quality melee (stones
under a half-carat), in which they see lab-grown
taking a 15% share in the next couple of years.

PROJECTED LAB-GROWN DIAMOND
MARKET SHARE*

1.7%

1.8%

2.0%

2.3%

3.0%

3.8%

10%

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2030

*Source: Citi Company Records

The opportunity in smaller stones will be intensified
by a dearth of mined diamonds created by the expected
closing of Rio Tinto’s Argyle Mine which currently
supplies the majority of the world’s small diamonds.
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0.6

%

LGD CONSUMER PURCHASING TREND - SHARE OF MARKET BY CARAT*

2015

2016

*Source: NPD Diamond Tracker. Analyst: Edahn Golan

Research firm NPD Group reported that in 2016
lab-grown diamonds represented 1.6% of the market
by carat weight—overall a small piece of the market
but one that had tripled in just two years. Another
report by researcher Frost & Sullivan indicates the
market in 2014 was in the neighborhood of 360,000
carats but believes demand will skyrocket to 20 million
carats by 2026.
This 2014 global forecast by Frost and Sullivan has
turned out to be quite accurate with the high case level
having come to fruition in 2018. In this analysis by
industry analyst Edahn Golan of NPD, it appears that
market share for lab-grown diamonds quadrupled
and claimed more than 1% for the first time. The
momentum continued with share eclipsing 1.6% by

July 2016, and doubled again by year-end to 3.2%.
Paul Zimnisky, an independent diamond industry
analyst, offers the most recent perspective estimating
the lab-grown diamond jewelry market at $1.9b in 2018
(note this includes jewelry made with polished lab-grown
diamonds, while most other estimates focus on rough
diamonds) and forecasts the industry to grow at 22%
annually to $5.2 billion by 2023 and to $14.9 billion by
2035, equating to a longer-term growth rate of about 9%.
Despite the disparity in market size estimates and
projections, the one commonality is that all analyses
point to significant and rapid growth for lab-grown
diamonds.

“LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS ARE
NOW A FACT OF LIFE FOR
THE INDUSTRY.”
-TOM MOSES, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE GIA
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0.2%
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1.6%
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Star Power & Street Cred

STAR POWER & STREET CRED
In our celebrity-centric culture, high-profile
associations provide star power that is helping to
legitimize lab-grown diamonds and result in very
visible, press-worthy ambassadors for the category.
While the oft-reported story about Hollywood
superstar Leonardo DiCaprio investing in lab-grown
diamond pioneer Diamond Foundry certainly
brought attention to the category, there are now clear
signs in the marketplace that it is gaining credibility.
These associations generate publicity in the
entertainment, fashion and business press, giving
lab-grown diamonds the cultural credibility they
need with consumers. This will only accelerate their
acceptance as legitimate bridal and fashion jewelry
options.
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Atelier Swarovski by Penélope Cruz: Sustainable
jewelry collection featuring lab-grown diamonds
debuted at the July 2018 Paris fashion shows.
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THE WORLD’S FIRST SOLID
LAB GROWN DIAMOND RING
Ring designed by Apple’s Chief Design Officer Sir Johnny
Ive fashioned out of a 45-carat solid lab-grown diamond was
auctioned off at Sotheby’s in December 2018 for $256,250.

Riverdale actress Camila Mendes wore a ring with the
world’s largest lab-grown pink diamond (5.01 carats)
to 2018 People’s Choice Awards in Los Angeles.

Lady Gaga at her London movie premier wearing
lab-grown diamond and pearl earrings.
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The 2018 Victoria’s Secret Dream Angels Bra,
made exclusively with lab-grown diamonds and valued
at $1 million was worn by supermodel Elsa Hosk in
the annual VS fashion show in December 2018.
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LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS SHOWING UP
IN BIG PLACES

“DEBEERS
ENTRY INTO
THE MARKET
ALSO
REMOVES
THE LOUDEST
VOICE OF
OPPOSITION
TO LABGROWN.”
-LIZ CHATELAIN PRESIDENT, MVI MARKETING.

In May of 2018, just prior to the JCK trade show in
Las Vegas, in a move that surprised all in the industry,
DeBeers announced they were launching a lab-grown
diamond initiative called Lightbox. After long being
the lead voice in opposition to lab-grown diamonds,
DeBeers has jumped in with both feet.
While on the surface it appeared to be an attempt to
dictate a market positioning for lab-grown diamonds
that valued them at a fraction of similar quality mined
diamonds, the majority of those in the mined diamond
pipeline felt it was a betrayal that could further
legitimize lab-grown diamonds. DeBeers itself
stated strongly if not convincingly that they
believed lab-grown diamonds could be a profit center
for them.
DeBeers is the most experienced producer of
lab-grown diamonds, having invested millions in
research and technology for many decades, and is
now actively promoting Lightbox direct to consumers
while it invests another $94 million to construct a
new, state-of-the-art production facility in Oregon.

FEAR OR OPPORTUNITY?
But whether they entered the market to disrupt
the disruptors because they were eroding their
long-established position in the engagement
market or whether they really do intend to make
it a profitable business, either argument lends
credibility to the foundation of lab-grown diamonds
and their growth potential.

International Grown Diamond Association Report

DEBEERS PLAYING OFFENSE OR DEFENSE?
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DeBeers Changes Course With
Lab-Grown Diamond Brand

The reason people believe mined diamonds are valuable
is that DeBeers has invested hundreds of millions of
dollars over many decades to promote diamonds as the
ultimate symbol of love. It is a fabricated positioning.
Today’s consumer hasn’t necessarily embraced that
traditional positioning, and millennials are developing
their own opinions on how to express love, success,
gratitude and other important events and emotions.

Lab-grown diamonds are indeed breaking new
ground throughout the industry. “I have been in the
business many years, and I have never seen a category
come in with such newness and freshness. The jewelry
business is predictable. This is unpredictable,” said
Michael Milgrom, Senior Vice President of Product
Development at Richline (JCKonline).
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Lab-grown diamonds have the exact same intrinsic
properties as mined diamonds, and there is now an
opportunity for the lab-grown diamond industry to
reach out and tell a different story—their own
story—and connect with consumers on an emotional
as well as rational level.

A TURNING OF THE TIDE AS JEWELRY
INDUSTRY COMES AROUND
Jewelry retailers were initially slow to embrace the
lab-grown diamond category, but driven by profit
potential, demand and the opportunity to attract the
new, younger millennial consumer, there are now an
estimated 25%–35% of independent retailers in the
U.S. actively stocking and promoting lab-grown
diamonds. Based on MVI’s trade level research, they
estimate that by Holiday 2019, more than 50% of
independent retailers will be on board.
Helzberg Diamonds, with over 200 retail locations,
is leading the way amongst the major specialty stores
now carrying loose, bridal and a recently launched
fashion jewelry collection featuring lab-grown
diamonds called Light Heart.
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While many in the mined diamond world argue
that lab-grown diamonds have no intrinsic value—
that it is the fact that mined diamonds were created by
nature, are billions of years old and difficult to discover and
extract that make them worthy of their iconic status
as a symbol of love. However, the bottom line is that
“Diamonds are valuable because people believe they’re
valuable,” said Ira Weissman, an online diamond consultant
from The Diamond Pro.

Richline, a large jewelry manufacturer servicing
many of the majors, recently announced test programs
with both Macy’s and JC Penney of their Grown With
Love bridal collection. It’s worth noting that it is
unusual for two top department stores to carry and
promote the same branded collection.

Loose lab-grown diamond displayed at retail with 3rd party certification.
56% of consumers want lab-grown diamonds to be certified
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INTRINSIC VALUE

Trade interviews conducted in 4th quarter of 2018
by MVI Marketing with a panel that included retailers,
jewelry manufacturers and lab-grown diamond
dealers revealed a continuing commitment to the
category that is becoming a strong contributor to
their bottom line.
The majority (over 70%) reported they were “very
happy” with the results, with the balance of respondents
saying they were “somewhat” pleased with what
they’ve seen so far. “We show the lab-grown option in
most presentations. They are stunningly beautiful and
many customers choose them.” said John Saslow, owner
of Saslow’s & Henebry’s Diamond Jewelers, a 14
store chain in Greensboro, NC. Most reported rapid
growth once they were set up and actively promoting
it over the counter.

“LAB-GROWN IS A
GAME CHANGER. OUR
DIAMOND BUSINESS
IS LIKE THE GOOD
OLD DAYS.”
-JEFFREY A. DEBS
JEFFREY DEBS JEWELER GEMOLOGIST, PHILADELPHIA, PA

It’s no surprise that retailers are so committed, given
that lab-grown diamonds have brought back something
that has been missing from their diamond and bridal
business for some time—profit. Nearly 90% of the
independents interviewed reported better margins
(an average of 26% better) with lab-grown diamonds
than with mined diamonds. The average margin
increase at the majors (5 stores and up), while not as
dramatic, is still nearly 10% better than mined.
Dealers also say their margin in lab-grown diamonds
is 28% higher than in their mined business, and jewelry
manufacturers indicated they’re making 40% to 50%
more than mined for heavier diamond total weight
jewelry.

INVENTORY RISING
While the level of lab-grown diamond inventory varies
from retailer to retailer—it represents 10%–40% of
their overall loose diamond inventory—85% of those
interviewed planned to increase their level of stock on
hand in 2019 because so many shoppers are requesting
to see them. As lab-grown diamond inventories are
primarily memo goods at this stage, with some of the
majors doing more of an asset/memo split, the biggest
investment retailers have to make is in case space and
time to train and prep their staff.
Currently, the major retailers report that lab-grown
diamonds are accounting for 8% of their overall
diamond business, while independents averaged 14%.
This is expected to grow as their inventories grow, their
staff becomes more comfortable selling and consumers
become more aware of lab-grown diamonds.

International Grown Diamond Association Report

MARGIN DRIVES LAB-GROWN DIAMOND
SUCCESS AND EXPANSION
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MARGINS FOR LAB-GROWN
DIAMONDS ARE 10% TO 26%
HIGHER THAN MINED AT RETAIL

The expansion of inventories and new retailers coming
into the category pose new challenges for dealers and
growers to keep up with demand. In fact, the need
for more supply—both rough and polished—was
a theme echoed by dealers (who buy from growers,
cutters or other dealers and supply jewelry manufacturers
and retailers), manufacturers (they create jewelry
collections with lab-grown diamonds) and retailers
alike. When asked to list their concerns about labgrown diamonds going forward, supply and price
were the top two replies across the board.
Signet Jewelers, the world’s largest retailer of
diamond jewelry with more than 2900 stores in the
U.S. alone (plus another 650+ in Canada and the
U.K.) under well-known names such as Kay Jewelers,
Jared and Zales, is expected by many to begin testing
with lab-grown diamonds in 2019, although no official
announcement has been made.
Other national retailers are likely to follow suit, as
indicated by the recent comments made by Bill
Koefoed, CFO of online diamond and jewelry retailer
Blue Nile (JCKonline): “We are a retailer. We sell what
customers want to buy. We are evaluating it and looking
to see where the market goes. We don’t do any labgrown diamonds at this point, but it wouldn’t be too
complicated for us to pivot there.”
As these large retailers consider embracing lab-grown
diamonds and the base of independents continues to
grow, further pressure will be applied to an already
strained supply chain.

New processes and protocols will need to be developed
to support increasing capacity in the supply chain.
As it is, there is so much lab-grown diamond jewelry
shipping around the world from key manufacturing
centers to meet demand that in India’s SEEPZ Zone,
its major export area for jewelry, most exported parcels
and jewelry packages are inspected by respected
diamond grading lab IGI to ensure mined and labgrown inventories are properly labeled and not mixed.
In Bain & Company’s The Global Diamond Report
2018, lab-grown diamond sales could reach between
10 million and 17 million carats if the current annual
growth rate of 15% to 20% continues.

LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS: HERO OR VILLIAN?
In the short term, the lab-grown diamond industry
has supply issues and challenges keeping up with
demand.
But as long as there is profit in the category, investments
will be made, training protocols for highly skilled
scientists/engineers will likely be created and
technologies improved to alleviate the supply/
demand imbalance. “The lab-grown diamond business
has given us a big shot in the arm in our overall diamond
sales and allowed us entrée to a number of retailers we
were not selling before,” said Marc Geller, of M Geller, a
wholesale diamond service company, Chicago, IL
Long term, there will by all accounts be significantly
reduced supply of mined diamonds. The Argyle
Mine in Australia, the largest mine in the world by
volume, is expected to close by 2021. No significant
new, commercially viable discoveries have been
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AGGRESSIVE GROWTH CHALLENGING
SUPPLY CHAIN
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DEALERS AND MANUFACTURERS PLANNING
TO DOUBLE LAB-GROWN DIAMOND
PURCHASES IN 2019 TO MEET DEMAND

While viewed by many as the villain in the current
landscape, as the supply dynamic shifts, lab-grown
diamonds may very well turn out to be the hero and
savior of the industry. Absent the discovery of several
new commercially viable diamond mines, it appears
to be the likely scenario.

PRICE EXPECTATION OF LAB-GROWN
VS MINED DIAMONDS
20%-40% Less

58%

10%-20% Less
10% -40% More

24%
18%

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

MARKET DYNAMICS BODE WELL
FOR PRICE STABILIZATION
Despite predictions by many in the mined diamond
sector that prices for lab-grown diamonds will
decrease as technology and capacity increases, this
has not been the case to date. Most retailers interviewed
reported that on average prices were stable, with a
few saying they’ve gone up since they started with
lab-grown diamonds and a few saying they’ve gone
down slightly, depending upon when they first
entered the category.
While there have been price declines reported for the
lab-grown category many of those declines have
occured in the smaller, lower-quality goods while
the prices for larger, higher-quality diamonds used
in bridal have remained stable due to the fact that

However, price remained a concern across the panel
of interviewees which included retailers, jewelry
manufacturers and dealers. Protecting the price protects
the margin, and this is essential for all players at every
level of the pipeline.
Prices are likely to stay buoyant as long as supply
struggles to keep up with demand, although the
current finite supply levels will impede the rate of
growth in the industry. Given this dynamic, many
expect lab-grown diamond prices to rise in 2019
as the massive demand for consistent, high quality
goods challenges the entire pipeline.
Mined diamond cutters have faced the same issues
of profitability and margin as jewelry manufacturers
and retailers, and lab-grown diamonds represent
opportunity for profit for all pipeline participants—
from growers to cutters to dealers to jewelry
manufacturers to retailers.
In fact, more and more mined diamond cutters are
inquiring about and will be buying lab-grown rough
diamonds in 2019. They understand the need for
separation between their mined and lab-grown
diamonds, with many willing to convert one or more
of their diamond processing factories to exclusively
process lab-grown diamonds.

PRICE AT RETAIL
The commercial sweet spot for retailers in the U.S.
is 1-carat round white lab-grown (G-H/I-J colors
in SI clarities). For lab-grown diamonds, retailers
are currently paying 60%–65% discount from the
RAP pricing index (a B2B industry-accepted pricing
construct) while mined diamonds are usually available
at 20%–25% discount from the index. Wholesalers/
dealers currently pay a 70%–85% discount from the
RAP compared to a 30%–50% discount for mined stones.
It’s not hard for retailers to see the attraction and
margin potential for lab-grown versus mined diamonds,
even while passing on a considerable portion of their
savings to consumers.
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As mined diamond availability wanes, demand will
increase at a premium level for lab-grown diamonds.
Those who get in early on the retail side will have a
major advantage over latecomer competitors, and
brands established or created now will have the
opportunity to grab significant market share.

demand is currently outrunning supply.
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made and many other existing mines will be nearing
their end stages in the coming decade. Exploration is
very costly and the expense to bring a mine on stream
also requires significant investment.

GROUP 1—IN THE KNOW
Millennial consumers already aware of lab-grown
diamonds through social/digital/business media or
via friends
Selling strategy: focus on sustainability/social
responsibility, no country of origin issues (conflict
diamonds) and price/value equation. Romance the
stone but explain the science as well.

GROUP 2—IN THE DARK
Millennials that have never heard of lab-grown diamonds.
No prior knowledge, but easily convinced to learn
more about lab-grown diamonds. Motivated heavily
by the price/size opportunity (25%–30% discount
from same quality mined diamond, or a larger diamond
for same price as mined diamond)

GROUP 3—UPGRADERS
Older consumers seeking to upgrade their engagement
ring with a larger diamond
Little prior knowledge of lab-grown diamonds but
motivated by opportunity to obtain a larger diamond
than they were able to afford when they got engaged.
When presented with a 1 ct. mined diamond vs a 1.25
ct. lab-grown diamond (for the same price) they will
purchase a lab-grown diamond 50%–60% of the time.

SALES TRAINING IS MISSION CRITICAL
The story of lab-grown diamonds is not a simple one,
and of course much of the success at the sales counter
comes down to the associates’ understanding of all its
elements and their ability to explain it in a compelling
way. Investing in and taking sales training seriously was
a common thread among successful retailers. “Jewelry
retailers from all over the country have told us that training
of their associates is critical to their success. Since this is
a new product, retailers need to both explain the
somewhat technical details and romance the product all
while the customer is comparing lab-grown to mined
diamonds in their mind.” added Marty Hurwitz, CEO
MVI Marketing, Austin TX.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION (FTC)
GUIDELINES: A DIAMOND IS A DIAMOND
A diamond is a diamond no matter whether it is
grown in a lab or comes out of the ground. That’s
essentially the foundation of the new FTC guidelines.
When lab-grown diamonds first began seeing commercial
success, the mined diamond industry sought to protect
their product by fighting strongly and successfully to
convince the FTC to adopt descriptive language that
positioned lab-grown diamonds in a less than favorable
light compared to mined diamonds. Many felt that
insisting on words like synthetic and lab-created
rather than cultured, grown or other more positive
descriptors was misleading to consumers, and the
FTC agreed, recently publishing revised guidelines
that position lab-grown diamonds as the legitimate,
genuine diamonds that they are.
The FTC has eliminated the word synthetic and
has opened the door to any term that “clearly and
conspicuously convey[s] that the product is not a
mined stone,” giving retailers and manufacturers
much more flexibility to accurately describe their
diamonds as real and lab-grown.
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MVI Marketing interviews with a panel of retailers
who have had success and are making money with
lab-grown diamonds revealed three distinct consumer
groups, each of which requires a slightly nuanced
version of the lab-grown diamonds story. Retailers
report when properly presented, 60%–80% of consumers
in the first two groups will purchase lab-grown diamonds.

The key to success is learning which value drivers
motivate which group and being able to apply them
accordingly with clear explanation and descriptive
storytelling. Formal sales training is critical.
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CONSUMER SELLING STRATEGIES

Nearly half of consumers surveyed believe lab-grown
diamonds can be called genuine diamonds grown in
a lab or real diamonds grown in a lab. Results were
consistent across demographic groups.

REAL AND GENUINE DESCRIPTORS*

“We believe the new FTC Jewelry Guides align with 21st
century fact and are critical for consumer clarity. They
give mined and lab-grown diamonds equal grounds to
market their unique offerings to the customers, giving
a legitimate diamond option and the right to choose.”
says Richard Garard, Secretary General of the
International Grown Diamond Association.

Genuine or Real
Diamond Grown in Lab
Natural Diamond
Grown in Lab

None of the Above
80%

Will Help Retailers Disclose
What They Are Selling

20%

21
6

%

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

78%

Shoppers Protected from
Buying Diamonds they
Don’t Want

25%

Synthetic Diamond
Grown in Lab

WHY CONSUMERS OVERWHELMINGLY
SUPPORT FTC GUIDELINES*
Easier for Consumers
to Buy Diamonds

48%

CONSUMERS WANT TO SEE THE GOODS

64%

71% of Respondents are at least somewhat likely to
ask to see lab-grown given the revised definition
of diamond. Bridal jewelry shoppers are even more
certain (84%) they will ask to see lab-grown diamonds.

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

WILL ASK TO SEE LGD*

38% 52%

33% 32%

17% 10%

6% 3%

5% 2%

Very Likely

Somewhat Likely

Neutral

Somewhat Unlikely

Very Unlikely

All Respondants

Bridal Shoppers

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018
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Market forces ultimately dictate their own reality, and
the guideline revisions appear to reflect the growing
acceptance of lab-grown diamonds by consumers as
“real” diamonds and is consistent with their attitudes
about the product.
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81% OF CONSUMERS AGREED THE NEW FTC GUIDELINES
CLARIFIED THE DEFINITION OF “DIAMOND”

-THE GLOBAL DIAMOND REPORT 2018, BAIN&COMPANY

Synthetic, the mined diamond industry’s preferred
term for lab-grown diamonds, has been removed
from the nomenclature requirements for lab-grown
diamonds by the latest FTC guidelines. This term was
an attempt to differentiate lab-grown diamonds with
a negative label. However, less than 20% of consumers
believed a synthetic diamond could be a “real”
diamond, as lab-grown diamonds indeed are.

WHAT DOES THE TERM “SYNTHETIC DIAMOND”
MEAN TO YOU?
21%

Man-Made and Artificial

19%

Man-Made but still Real

17%

Man-Made and Imitation

13%

Fake

12%

CZ
Not a Diamond at All
Other

*Source: MVI Marketing Consumer Research Study Fall 2018

6%
12%
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“ULTIMATELY,
MARKETING AND
CONSUMER
PERCEPTION
WILL DETERMINE
THE EFFECT OF
LAB-GROWN
DIAMONDS ON
THE NATURAL
DIAMOND
MARKET.”

CONSUMERS: LAB-GROWN DIAMONDS
ARE NOT “SYNTHETIC”
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SYNTHETIC

All indications are that the lab-grown category is
poised for substantial growth:

•

Ongoing upward trajectory of consumer awareness
and purchase interest in lab-grown

•

Continued growth of retail distribution and
increasing adoption of lab-grown diamonds into
jewelry manufacturers’ portfolios

•

Every level of the diamond pipeline is now
embracing lab-grown diamonds, from cutters to
dealers to retail

•

With DeBeers entry in to the lab-grown category,
the largest and loudest voice of opposition has
been neutralized

•

•

The driving motivation is the potential for
lab-grown to restore profit to the diamond
category, where margins have been shrinking
under increasing pressure for years
New brands emerging regularly that will
ultimately compete against not only each other
but the mined diamond industry. More players
will eventually mean more marketing dollars and
an expanded pie for all to share

•

Demand outstripping supply and global production
capacity stretched to its limits

•

Attracting the attention and support of high-profile
celebrity ambassadors, investors and brands

•

Consumers are increasingly expecting lab-grown
diamonds to come with grading certificates,
further putting them on same level as mined
diamonds
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While these indications suggest a bright future for
lab-grown diamonds, the industry must actively seize
the opportunity and make the right moves to ensure
it comes to fruition. Unless some common ground
is found between the lab-grown and mined diamond
industries, both will continue to work against the
other in a counterproductive nature. In the absence
of some cooperative and peaceful co-existence, the
mined diamond industry will likely step up attacks
and efforts to undermine the growth, stability and
pricing structure of lab-grown. Ultimately this
negative promotion and raising questions over which
diamonds are more real is a lose-lose proposition that
has the potential to turn consumers off from all diamonds.
The best way to mitigate negative forces is to make
a commitment to the continued growth and honest
differentiation between diamonds mined below and
those created above.
The table has been set, and the future is now in the
hands of all stakeholders in the supply chain to take
full advantage of the opportunity.
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When market disruption takes place, it is market forces
and ultimately the consumer who decide if a product
is accepted and translates into a growing enterprise.
It is clear from the research and from observing
the market dynamics that lab-grown diamonds
are indeed coming into their own and have built the
foundation of a legitimate category. They are disrupting
the traditional mined diamond category, and many
market factors are swinging in their favor.
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Conclusion
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